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Set Up from Gate

Notes
- Allow Facility Attendants to 
get cart to ice
- Position cart near center ice
- Put curved end panels in 
place
- Put small panel to side at 
opposite end you are starting 
from
- Pull panels off cart with plug  
- Small panel must be last 
before curved end pieces 



Moving for Ice Flood

Notes
- Move nets just inside 
faceoff dot
- Undo curved panel securing 
bolt to allow pull apart in 
middle
- Always push against other 
end to avoid boards coming 
apart
- Turn 90⁰ so boards are just 
inside faceoff dots (room for 
2 Olympia passes) 
- Pushing against each other 
slide boards over to flooded 
area once two passes 
completed



Move During Ice Flood

Notes
- PUSH AGAINST EACH 
OTHER
- Slide boards over to flooded 
area once two passes 
completed
- Remember to move nets 
out of the way of Olympia



Set Up after Ice Flood

Notes
- Pushing against each other 
while one person turns slide 
boards 90⁰ back to red line
- Push middle a few feet past 
red line to make attaching to 
other side easier
- Do the same thing to other 
side, attaching middle two 
panels near center
- You may need to unattach a 
curved panel to get enough 
room for two sides to fit 
together



Loading Cart when Finished

Notes
- Start by removing small 
panel and set aside
- Put long panels on first
- Lift end onto cart and push 
with male insert
- Use pin on cart to hold 
boards in place
- Third person to secure 
panels and stop cart from 
moving
- Small panel goes on after all 
long panels loaded
- Order of curved panels 
nested into each other:
Small
Large
Small 
Large



Using Gate



Additional Notes

• FCA suggest at least 3 volunteers on the ice to set up divider system

• Volunteers on skates with helmets on

• When moving system for floods always remember to push against 
each other to stop boards from coming apart

• When removing panels from cart pull from end with male insert

• When placing panels back on cart push with male end insert


